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Vocational evaluation is f newly. emccging area of specialization

within vocational rehabilitation and manpowir development programs.

In common with any new specikity4 considerable attention has been fo-

cused upon the problems of definition and description in order to

clarify the scope and subject matter of the specialtye These efforts
.

htive led to the identification of a number of similarities among voca-

tional evaluation programs. Those which have been identified Include

the use'of real or simulated work as the basic modality of vocational

evaluation (Institute onlehabilitation Services,-1972); the belief

among evalUators that the best ways to determine whether,people can

functiOn in ay ob situation is to.observe what happeas when they are

provided with an opportunity to perform in the situation (Wernimont

and -Campbell, 1968); and several widely held "basic assumptions" un-

derlying the practice of vocational evaluation (Pruitt,'1970). This

knowledge is useful in establishing the broad parameters of vocational

evaluation services. However, these similarities do not account for

the obvious, differences between vocational evaluation programs which

are ,apparent even to casual observers. means of accounting for

these operational differences is needed.

The purpose of this paper is to present a way of describing voca-

tional evaluation programs in terms of their underlying orientations

toward the process and content of vocational evaluation. There are

two basic concepts underlying this approach. First, it is assumed

that'the purpose of vocational evaluation is to provide information

'necessary-to resolve vocational decision making problems. That is,

individuals are typically referred to vocational evaluation from agen-

cies and programs within the human service delivery system when infor-

mation relative to the establishment of individual goals and a.plan of

services.to attain these goals is lacking and cannot be obtained by

other means (Dunn, et al., 1975; Korn, 1975). Second, vocational

evaluation programs can differ in their approaches to this information

problem. Specif ally, they can differ in terms of process (i.e., in

the, way in which i ormation generated during the course of evaluation'

is handled) as well asicontent (i.e., in the subject matter or topic

of the information).
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In the remainder of this paper, some of the existing orientations

toward the process and content of vocational evaluation are described.

The ways in which these orientations can be combined to form particu-

lar approaches to vocational evaluation are also described, along with

their implications for program'planning, developmept, and evaluation.'

Process Orientatiqvi

The,prome of a vocational evaluation program refers to the way

in which information generated during the course of evaluation is han-

dled within the program. Two primary orientations toward process can

be identified: information gathering and information processing.

Ihfol4mation Gathpring

'In this orientation, information necessary for vocational deci-
.

sions is gathered and communicated to others outside of the evaluation

program by the vocational evaltator. The evaluation process is cli91-

cal in nature and evaluators play a consultative role basically re-

stricted to the collection of information related to the vocational

performance and behavior of evaluees. Although evaluators may be ex-

pected to analyze their observations to arrive at vocational recommen-

dations, it is not uncommon to find that evaluators functioning within

information gathering oriented programs do not have access to the full

array of available evaluee information which can affect the accuracy

and meaningfulness of these recommendations.

The information gathering orientation commonly does not emphasize

or use evaluator-evaluee interaction beyond that necessary to develop

and maintain an acceptable level of evaluee performance during the

program. Such things as provision of immediate knowledge of results

and discussing the implications of evaluee performance and behavior

during the course of the program are often rejected on the grounds

that these may unduly influence performance on subsequent Sasks. Ad-
.

ditiorially, these "counseling" activities are often regarded as being

outside of the role and duties of evalutors.

) The benefits of evaluation conducted within the information gath-

ering orientation depend upon the accuracy and depth. of the information

-2-
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obtained, and,the utility of this information in subsequent vocationalM,'

'decision making and service planning. Heycygoi this generic goil of

providing accurate and detailed vocational information to referring

sources and others for use in vocational decision making and planning,

vocational evaluation is not seen as having direct benefits, particu-

larly in producing change in evaluees served by the program.

Information Processing

ThiS orientation views the vocational evaluation process as a-

learning and developmental experience in which evaluees can overcome
.

deficits in occupational knowledge, self awareness, decision making,

and planning. In contrast to the role of the evaluator in the infor-

mation gathering orientation, evaluators operating within the informa-

tion processing orientation have an active teaching-counseling role in

which: (a) evaluees are provided with concrete occupational tasks to

enable them to gain information about the occupations sampled; (b)

evaluees are provided with immediate knowledge of results to enable

them to gain self knowledge of their vocational capabilities and de-

ficits; and (c) evalueesare provided with a facilitative relatiOnghip

within which decislions can be made and their consequences tested with-

out incurring the punitive effects of failure. The inforMation proc-

essing orientation enables the evaluee to learn effective ways of

processing vocational information acquied through direct experience.

The benefits of vocational evaluation conducted under this orien-

tation are two-fold. First, since the information gathered during the

course of evaluation-is very similar to that obtained in information

gathering oriented programs, there are benefits to be derived from its

use in subsequent service planeing. Second, evaluees themselves de-

rive direct benefits from evaluation, particularly in the areas of in-

creased self and occupational knowledge and decision making skills.

These increases can be directly measured and shouN have a sustained

benefit on the vocational development and maturity of evaluees.

Comm

The basic difference between the two process orientations is

argely a matter of the extent to which the use of occupational

-3-6



information, Provision of edback, and vocational counseling are in-

tegral parts of the progra . The presence or absence-of these compo-

nents depends upon the needs and problems of individualraluees and

specific target groups, the needs, preferences and customs of referral

sources ancragehcies, the beliefsand.values of those operating the

program, as well as the skills and abilities of the evaluators them-

selves. .
.

In an ideal world, the adoption of a particular process Oriente-
.,

tion would depend almost exclusively upon the needs of persons served

by the program. However, in the real world, consideration has to be

given to the influence, of exte nal agencies and individuals who con-

troltrol the flow of evaluees in the program, and to the beliefs and

values of those operating the program. For example, the state-federal

vocational rehabilitation and employment programs are staffed by coun-

selors who customarily analyze and synthesize assessment data and use

it with their clients. They may tend ),0 regard an informatioh proc-

essing oriented vocational evaluation prugvam as usurping or impinging

upon their profession role. By contrast, an information processing

orientation is congruent with career development baged educational

prograhs, and would be'readily accepted by them.

The beliefs and skills of vocational evaluators tend to follow

trends which influence choice of process orientations. Evaluation

programs in the early 1960's often regarded vocational evaluation as

an extension ,of the counseling process but, by the late 1960's, the

trend, shifted toward the clinically oriented information gathering ap-

proach. Currently, there is an emerging trend toward emphasizing the

counseling component in evaluation (Hutchison, et al., 1975).

The three way interaction of evaluee needs, referral source cus-

toms, and evaluator beliefs and skills.in the choice of an evaluation
6

process orientation probably produced compromises: Consequently, it

is likely that individual evaluation progrima may use both process
1

.
orientations and vary thelr approach.according to the needs of specif-

ic target groups referred by particular sources.

-4-



Content Orientations

The content orientation of a vocational evaluationiprogram re-

flects the subject matter or. topic of,the information generated and/or

processed during evaluation. There are three dominant orientations

toward content: individual characteriAtics, specific jobs, and occu-

pational clusters. Content is closely tied to the specific technolo-

gies employed in vocational evaluation.o Consequently, reference will.

be made to some of the common vocational evaluation technologieg'in
.

th'e following discussion.

Individual Characteristics

A
The information provided by programs with'an individual charac-

teristics orientation emphasizes those basic underlying character's-

tics of individuals (such as aptitudes, abilities, and temperaments)

which are also required for successful performance of most occupations.

Individuals are assessed in terms of these characteristics and their

scores or profiles compared to the requirements of occupations to

identify :hose occupations whose requirements best match individual

characteristics. This is, of course, the "man-job matching" approach

which has dominated vocational counseling and testing for well over

half a Century. .

. .

The individual characteristics orientation is so widespread that

it is difficult to find a vocational evaluation. program or a vocation-

al evaluator without some traces of it. The primary advantage of this

orientation is its economy. -At leaSt in theory, assessment of an in-

div dual's level of functioning on a relatively small number of char--

a deerOtics allows comparisons to the requirements of a substanti I

number of Kaupations to be made. For example, if evaluees are as-

sessed in relation to the six major elapses of worker charaCteristics

identified in the Dictionary of Occkational Titles (U. S. Department

of Labor, 1965), their profiles can be compared to the requirements of

over 21,000 occ u ations, and those which offer the best possibilities

of success identi ied. ,
4 .

Several of the available work sample batteries, including the_JEVS,

McCarron-Dial; Talent Assessment Program, and VALPAR batteries, have
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been developeed4ng an individual characteristics approach; as have

most standardized tests such as the General Aptitude Test Battery.

Standardized psychometi,ics are often deprecated by vocational evalua-

tors; but this stems to be rooted more in a rejection of a "paper a

pencil" approach to assessment than in a rejection of the .underty g

trait and factor premises used in test development. rk samples 597

veloped to assess individuaicharac`terristics are adop without %fes-

tion', although psydhometrics asse ing the same characte stics are

rejected. However, "papef and ncil" measures of certain haracter-

ist,ics are adopted and used by vocational evaluation program when

there.is no convenient alter to way of obtainin informatio abOut

these characteristics, as ir7t6lligence, literacy, temperame

and geeds.

Specific Jobs '

The information c ntent of this orientation relates to specific

jobs or training oppo turaties found in the local area. Emphasis is

placed upon the use f 'job analysis to develop "actual job" samples

w ich use the actu 1 tools, equipment, andlmaterials, as well as the

pro ction and q lity standards, found in the specific target job in

business and y'dustry (Experimental Manpower Laboratory, 1970).

Thiscptientation is fairly widespead in vocational evaluation.

For exampfe, the TOWER system (Institute for Crippled.and Disabled,

1967).is structured around jobs and training opportunities in New /York

City. Similarly, many vocational evaluation programs use job stations

within the facility or institUtiOn, as well,as outside job sites; for

evaluation purposes. This is a type of specific job, evaluation, al-

though it is commonly termed "situational assessment" or "job try-out"

The primary benefit of this orientation is that it most closely

approximates the widely held belief that the beA way to tell whether

or not people can do a.job is to place them into the job and see if

they can do it (Wernimont and Campbell, 1968). ske the actual job

(or a close simulation of it) and its. related performance standards

are used as criteria:sthis oriantatiois thought, to produce the best mtk

information shout probabilities of cdess in heel is job or training

placementq.

-6-
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Occupational Clusters

iw

The information content of'this oRientation related to broad'
:

clusters of specific jobs and occupations grouped together on the ba-

sis of certain common factors, such as subject matter, products, work

fields, materials, or industries. The assumption, underlying the oc-.

cupatioyal clusters approach is similar to that of the individual

,characteristics Approach. However, rather than f cusing upon charaC-

"teristics of individuals, the occupational clust rs orientation fo.:

cuses upon the work tasks commonly p'erformed in ups of jobs and oc,-.

cupations. These commonly performed work tasks e identified for
a,

specific occupational clusters ,and methods for assessing performance

of these tasks davelopedlor the vocational evaluatiOn program. ,

Two occupational clustering systems have received substantial use

in vocational evaluation programs. The system used in the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles clusters occu 'ons on the basis of a three

digit code., The first digit designates e of ten major occupational

categories, while the second and third digits provide an increasingly,
i

detailed and specific grouping. The Singer vocational evaluation sy5-

temw for example, is based on two digit occupational divisions from

the ctionary of Occupational Titles.

'second major occupational clus tering system js'theOffice of

Educat on System. This system groups occupations intq,one of fifteen

major cl sters based on the similarity of:subject .matter or-knowledge

content. The Office of Education.classifAatian system is not as

highly developed or consistent as that used in the Dictionary of Occu-

pational Titles ancethe detailed information about speCific jobs and

occupations within clusters available in the latter is lacking. How,

ever, the subject'matter-knowledge base of the system lends itself to

education and training applicatiods. Additionally, a Substantialmum-

bgr of audio-visur o&upational information resources baged on the

Office of. Educat..an occupati nal clusters have been developed which,

Can be used in vo ational evaluation programs.

Other oCcupat'onal clustering systems,lfave been developed but

havenot as yet received any substantial application in vocational

1
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evaluation. The Bureau of the Census occupation classification system

and the industry-qccupation matrix of the Bureau of Labor Statistics

are two for which an extensive amount of information aboutthe charac-

' - teri.Aics and earnings of workers are available, but thiis far are un-

explored in terms of their potential utility to vocational evaluation

programs.

The occupational cluster orientation is not as widely used as ei-

ther of the other two-55fftentorientations. *However, recommendations

relpting to broad clusters of occupations, such as clerical or food

service work, are often encountered 'in practice', suggesting that it is

used by evaluators. The primary asivantages of these orientations are

thatit.takes intq account that:, (a) individuals are multipotentialed
e

and can be successful in a number of specific jobs and occupations

(Super, 1957) and (b) the depth or specificity of the vocational deci-

sions to be made subsequent to vocational evaluation'services varies

depending upon the age and stage of vocattonal development of the

evaluees (-Crites, 1969; Korn, 1975; Super, 1957). The occupational

cluster orientation is probably most appropriate in vocational-evalua-

tion programs which deal wit dadolescents or individuals with delayed

or impaired vocational development who require.a remedial or compensa-

tory experience (LoCascio, 1964).

Comment

The adoption of 'a particular content orientation can be influ-

enced by external sources, as was the case with the process orienta-

tions. The widespread belief in the individual characteristics ap-

proach among persons in human'servics creates a natural predilection

in itsifavor. Additionatly, as was suggested in, the
1escription

of

the occupational clusters orientation, the adoptLonuWf particular con-
,

tent or'entatiOns depends'in part uponW.1g nature of the vocational

decisions to be made subseqUent to vocational evaluation. These deci-

sions can vary depending upon the characteristics and needs of persons

served within the prbgram. In general, however, younger individuals

who are in school or in the schoftl,to.work transition make-career de-

cisions related to occupational clusters, while older individuals make

-8-
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decisions related to specific jobs.. Knowledge of indiVidual charac-

teristics, particularly 'changes in cparacterist,icb which may have oc-

curred subsequent to acquired disability, is often useful information

for vocational decision making. Consequently, an evaluation: program,

which serves a homogeneous target population May be characterized by

a single content orientation one wIlich serves a heterogen404

target population made up of several distinct groups, considezing age,

disability, vocational maturity, and expected outcomes, may use all of
the content orientations.

Although content orientations are dependent upon the hardware

available in the program, there are software bodifications whiih can

be made to allow thOsame hardware to ,be used for all of tHe content

orientations. An example of possible software modifications is pro,

vided by the Genera./ Aptitude Test Batte y (U. S. Department of )Labor,

1970). The GATB provides an assessme t f individual characteristics,

specifically nine aptitudes. However 0 cupational Aptitude Profiles

for small clusters of occupations can be/developed using established

cutting scores on certain combination Of...aptitudes forfach of these .

clusters: Similarly, through the use f established combinations of

individual subtests from the GATE, Spec'fic Aptitude Test Batteries

(SATB's) can be developed to assess in ividuals in relation to specif-

ic jobs. This use of'different norms 4nd subte ts provies.honsidera--
ble flexibility in the use of `the GATB to meet different information

content needs. This flexibility,has not been eq alled to date in ex-

isting available vocat34nal evaluation terials

Imps atiOns for Pro ram Plan ng,
Development, and vaivatio

The discrete process and content or entations have'./ number of

implications for vocational evaluation pr gram planning, development,

and evaluation which are discussed, in this\ section.

Fro Plannirig

A program is made up of both process and content, so that two

process and three content orientations can be combined to form the six

4
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brie tYpes of vocational evaluation programs shown in Table 1. In

other words, at an operational leVel, it is more accNgate to describe
4." '\

a vocational evaluation program irNerms of its specific Vreeess-con-

tent orientation erprientaliOns,othan to merely state it is "voca-.

tienal evaluation".

fable 1. Basic Types of Vocational Evaluation Programs

,Process'
Orientation

''entent Orientation

Specific
Job

.
Atccupatienal

Cluster
4 Indivadual
Characteristics

Information
Gathering

-

Information
Processing

,

'

A The'adeptien of an process-content approach is influenced by

"three sources: ))clients referral sources, and staff. A program may
I

use several approaches d ending upon the way these factors interact
r

with different '.ulgr.4: of evaluees. For example, an information

gathering-specificjjob approach might be used with state rehabilita-

tion agency referralewhehave prior work experience; an infor4iiien

pr.', .sing-individual characteristics approach used with hospital re-
4,"' X'

tferrals having newly acqu4r.ed physiCal disabilities; and an inferma-

tien,preCessing-eccupatkOnal cluters approach used with in-school ad-

olescents referred by educational institutions. In fact, the primary

likitationi upon the diversity of specific approaches which could be

usea\within a vocati al evaluation program stem from the capabilities

of staff to accoModa to the requirements of specific approaches and

the availability of sources to Support each appeacff. These limita-

tilons are,discussed in nere detail in the next section.

It is apparent that a considerable erne/It of flexibility is

available to program planners. Rather than attempting to pursue the

will of the wisp single, "correct" way to evaluate all clients,atten-

tionishould be given to developing programs which are aCcomadated to

0
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the needs and characteristics of specific subgroups Of evaluees from
particular referral sources. This approach requires that planners ob-
tain information ailt the operations and expectations of referring
sources, as w as information about the needs, and charaateristics ofs

11evalujs they7ty-s'pically refer. Although the information about refer-

ralosources can generally be obtained without too much difficulty,
ageilcy record keeping systems commonly do not contain the systematic
and detailel information about individual characteristics whichIs
necessary for accurate program planning. The best approach in this
situation is to begin operating the vocational evaluation program on a
"best guess" basis and modify or fine tune it later as the necessary
evaluee data beCome available (usually ftOm program rather than refei;-
nal source records).

Program Development

The capacity of staff to accomodate to the reqtlirements of spe-
cific approaches and the availability of material resources necessary
to support these approaches

set limits upon the extent to which vari-

ous process-content orientations can be successfully used with a pro-
gram. These limitations can be overcome through active program devel-
opment.

It is usually a straightforward
matter to reoruitrand/or ttlain

staff who can use the information
gathering-individual characteristics

and information processing-occupational clusters

two correspond closely to approaches commonly tau

counseling, and vocational evaluation programs

miliar with them can be directly recruitAd, or

tained within the local area. In-service and

have to be provided.to develop staff abilities
proaches.

An unanswered question in the area of staff development is the
extent to which individual staff membert can shift gears and success-
ful4use a variety of approaches. This may not be a problem in larg-

er vocational evaluation programs which can afford the luxury of

orientations. These

t in psychology,

so that individuals fa-

needed training ob-

the-job Training may

other ap-use

4



"specialist" evaluators who use only one or possibly two distindt ap-

proaches to evaluation. It can be a problem in smaller programs wheri

there are only one or two-evaluation staff. These individuals may not

be able to accomodate to the different requirements of.each approach,

e'en with training. Consequently, smaller programs may have to spe-

cialize In only those distinct approaches to evaluation which can be

successfully used by the Staff, and would screen and accept only those

referrals who would benefit from thedapprodch used in the program.

The second aspect of program development has to do with the mate-

rial resources and technology necessary to suppqrt the Nygam. This

includes both hardware, such as work samples, job stations, and other

materials, and software, such.asthe delivery systeml) for specific

serYices.
$

There is a considerable amount of proprietary hardware available

which can be used in vocational evaluation programs. This material is

commonly usable in programs with specific process-content orientation;

Om
as is indicated

t

n Table 2. It is evident that most of the available

' work sample sys s fit into the information processing-individual

obaracteristics approach. This seems to reflect a widespread assump-

. tion that vocational evaluation is an alternative method of psychomet-

ric assessment for certain segments of disabled and, disadvantaged tar-

get populations. It can be observed that those materials which are

most widely used in educational programs; such as the Singer system,

IrojectIliscovery,and occupational information materials, fit within

the information processing - occupational' clusters apprbach. This goes

along with the exploratory, career development thrust of contemporary

educational programming.

There is an obvious lack of materials suitable for use with some

of the process-content orientations, suggesting that evaluation pro-

grams which adopt these kpproaches will have to engage in extensive

developmental activity Wore they become fully operational. ,Materi-

als development activities for these orientations include gathering

detailed job analyses of positions in the local economy, creation of

new work samples or use of community job stations, development of ad-

ditional norms for existing materials, and production of local

15



occupatiOnal information resources. Delivery system development might
include the addition of feedback and knowledge of results procedures,
integration at occupational information into the evaluation process,
and development of alternative reporting procedures.

Table 2. Primary Process and Content Orientations of Selected
Proprietary Vocational, Evaluation Systems and Materials

Process

Orientation

.-

.

Content Orientation
.

Individual
Characteristics

Specific
Jobs

Occupational
Clusters

Information
lathering

,
1

JEVS

McCarron-Dial

Psychometric'
Tests

.

Talent Assessment
Program

VALPAR

WREST

Information
Processing

Occupational
Exploration Kit

Job Experience
Kits

Print I. non-print

occupational
information

Project Discovery

TOWER

Print 6 non-print
occupqtional
information

Project Discovery

Singer

Program Evaluation

This im awincreasingly important component in vocational evalua-
tion trogramnIng. Identification of specific approaches to vocational

evaluation, stated in terms of process and.content orientations, which
are used with evaluees is a valuable aid in program evaluation.

Each specific approach to vocational evaluation has a unique set
of goals and objectives, as well as methods of measuring goalattain-

mentand benefits. In other words, a content orientation provides a
broad statement of purpose (information gathering or procedSing),from

which increasingly I'Pedific goals and objectifies can be derived. A

content orientation, indicating the nature of the information dealt

'

-13-
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e.

)b
JO, clarifies and.makes more specific the goals and objectives de-

rive f( process orientation. Consequently, knowledge of the

process and content approach used with a particular prOpram or with a

particular subgroup of evaluees within a program aids 'litho conceptu-

alization and development of a program evaluation procedure.

The process and content orientations are also useful in opera-

tionalizing a program evaluation system. At this level, a process

orientation indicates who obtains the primary benefits from evaluation'

referral sources (in the case of the information gathering orientation)

or evaluees the information processing orientation). Thus, proc.:

ess orientation identifies the source of program evaluation data.

Content orientation specifies the specific data to be obtained from

the source: indications of changes, increases, or decision making,

relative to individual characteristics; speCific jobs., 'or occupational

clusters.. Ian other words, the content orientation indicates what has

to be measured while the ptdoets orientation indicates who does the

measuring.
4'

These applications Of,the,proCess:and content orientations are

basic and straightforward." However, they also serve to illuminate

some practical problems* the:evaluation of vocational evaluation

programs.

First, it it unlikely that a single generic approach to program

evalUation could be deVeloped which would be an accurate indicatOr of

the overall effective65s of a program, or which would allow Compari-

sons between prograS, ,to be made. It has already been noted that it

would be unusual tOjind a program which uses a single process-content

approach; rather there would be different approaches used depending

upon the nature of target groups, referral sources, and staff. Sincet

each approach has:a relatively unique program evaluation procedure at-

tached to it, these separate procedures must be used with those eval-

uees and/or refertal sources who receive a specific approach.. In oth-

er words, an attempt to aggregate all individuals who received evalu-

ation servidep4wiithoui controlling for the type of evaluation services

received can fleiult in important benefits being missed. Also,

-14-



significant unique benefits obtained by a small number of persons who

receive a particular type of evaluation can be buried in the midst of

data obtained from a larger number of persons who rceived other, types

of evaluation services.

This problem is important to consider at the facility level, but

it also arises in program evaluations conducted by referral agencies

at the district, state, and national levels. The detailed knowledge

of evaluation approaches used by local individual facilities is often

lacking among referral agency program evaluators and it is easy For

them to make the assumption that "a vocational evaluation is a voca-

tional evaluation is a vocational evaluation". The result is a gener-

ic program evaluation procedure blindly applied across all facilities

without consideratiop for the specificapproaches used by individual

facilities. Again, the problem is that specific benefits for a small

number of persons who receive a particular typo of evaluation can be

overlooked or lost in a mass of data from individuals who receive oth-

er types of evaluation services. The temptation fg compare programs

to one another to delermine "the most effective" is great, but it can

be cafietely misleading unless the process - content orientations to-

ward vocational evaluation are equated before the comparison is made.

There id an additional problem with bath the information gather-

ing-process orientatioh and the indivIdual characteristics-content

orientation which can be mentiolled. Program evaluation can document

increases in information, changes, or the availability bf,previously

unknown information for these two'ordentatpns. However, there are no

practical and economical techniques for measuring the utility of this

.,information in decision making and Service'plaving. Some approaches

t9 utility measurement have been suggested (c.f. Cronback and Gleser,

1965; Lee, 1971) but these require extensive data and have been ap-

plied only in'restricted research situations.. The inability of voca-

tional evaluation programs using these two orientations to demonstEate

the utility of the new, additional, or otherwise unavailable informa-

tion they generate is a definite problem in an era of accountability.

It is important to recognite that the same prbblem arises with other

-15-
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services, for example medical examinations and psychologicd*et ting.

In the latter two cases, however, the'utilitY of the informatio

gained i5 taken for granted and physicians.and psychologists are not'

required to evaluate the effects of their services by measuring utili-

ty. It will-be interesting to see if vocational evaluaticeservices

are accorded the same treatment. ""`

Summary

"Although there are some broad general assumptions, beliefs, and

practices,underlying the delivery of vocational evaluatiOn services,

the actual operation of vocational evaluation programs appears to be

guided by orientations toward program process and content. A knowl-

edge of these process and content orientations eitplaills some of the

apparent diversity among existing vocational evaluation programs-and

has implications for program planning, development, and evaluation.

Two dominant proceSs orientations, information gathering and in;

formation processing, can be identified, as can three content orienta-

tions, indivtdualzCharacteristics, specific. jobs, and occupational

clusters. Since a progNam`consists of both process and content, the

specific process and content orientations combine to form six basic

approaches to vocational evaluation programming.

The selection of any particular approach is dependent upon sever- 1

al factors including the needs and problems of the target opulation,

the needs and expectations of referring sources, and .t e beliefs and

skills of evaluation staff. If is possible for a vocational evalua-

tion program to be characterized by a single approach if it serves a

homogeheous target group from a single referral source. Howev

since most programs serve severalft4stinct target groups and mu

referral sources, they will be characterized by ,several approaches to

evaluation. This fact has to be taken into account in program plan -,,

ning.

' Program development has to take into account the ique delivery

system and material resource needs of each approach used inthe pro-"

gramr Staff have to, be able to use each approach in.the program,

which has implications for recruitment and staff development.

-16-



Sispilarly, available material resources may have to be modified to fit4

particular approaches, or' new materials, developed'to meet specific

program needs.

Lastly, the process and content orientations have implications

for program evaluation. Each approach
Vhas a relatively unique set of

objectives, information sources, and means of measurement. A

generic approadh to program evaluation, applied across all approaches

within a program or across a number of programs used by a particular

reierralTtource, can lead tt a significant loss of information regard-

ing benefits from specific approaches. Similarly, it may lead to mis-

leading cooparisons=between individual programs.

- 20
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